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	Exploit the real power of Samba 4 Server by leveraging the benefits of an Active Directory Domain Controller


	Overview

	
		Understand the different roles that Samba 4 Server can play on the network
	
		Implement Samba 4 as an Active Directory Domain Controller
	
		Step-by-step and practical approach to manage the Samba 4 Active Directory Domain Controller using Microsoft Windows standard tools



	In Detail


	A number of different projects are responsible for the inception and success of many startups, as well helping different companies to greatly reduce costs (for example, TCO). The Samba Project has been a great example for many years for such Open Source technology through its famous and stable version 3. Samba is now a drop in replacement for the heart of the thousands and thousands of networks that run on Microsoft Windows domain controllers. With the new Samba 4 software version, users and system administrators will be able to implement an Active Directory server, file and print services, and so deliver a broad range of network services using Open Source technology. Now with a compatible Active Directory implementation, it will definitely put its name inside every datacenter that wants a cost reduction for the Open Source solutions, without losing the security, stability, and flexibility of any resilient solution.


	The book starts off with installing dependencies and building the Samba 4 software, deploying it as an Active Directory Domain Controller and enabling the reader to understand the different roles the software can play on the network.


	This book looks at the Samba 4 server roles, and breaks down the mystery and confusion that surrounds each role and which role to use for some specific use cases. It will take you through some clear, practical, and complete examples that will help you to take advantage of the Samba 4 Server quickly and in a simple way. By the end of the book you will be able to provide the required (stable) network services and will have a good grounding in using Samba 4 server to leverage all the benefits just by using Open Source software.


	You will learn everything you need to know to implement a Samba 4 Server to provide complete network services, as well as how to integrate with other Operating Systems (for example, GNU/Linux).


	What you will learn from this book

	
		Identify and choose the right Samba 4 Server role
	
		Set up a Samba 4 Server as an Active Directory Domain Controller
	
		Utilize the Python Scripting Interface
	
		Understand the migration steps from Samba 3 to Samba 4
	
		Integrate GNU/Linux Operating System authentication into the AD
	
		Implement File and Print Servers using Samba 4
	
		Understand the tasks and attention points when replacing a Microsoft Windows AD



	Approach


	This book is an implementation tutorial covering step-by-step procedures, examples, and sample code, and has a practical approach to set up a Samba 4 Server as an Active Directory Domain Controller and also set up different Samba 4 server roles.


	Who this book is written for


	This book is ideal for system administrators who are new to the Samba 4 software, and who are looking to get a good grounding in how to use Samba 4 to implement Active Directory Services. It's assumed that you will have some experience with general system administration, Active Directory, and GNU/Linux systems. Readers are expected to have some test machines (virtual machines), which will be used to execute the examples within this book.
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MCSE Training Kit-Microsoft Windows XP ProfessionalMicrosoft Press, 2001
Official Microsoft study guide for the skills you need on the job—and on the exam.

Learn how to set up and support the Windows® XP Professional operating system—and prepare for the Microsoft® Certified Professional (MCP) exam—with this official Microsoft study guide. Work at your own pace...
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Molecular Biology of the Parathyroid (Molecular Biology Intelligence Unit)Springer, 2005
Maintaining extracellular calcium concentrations within a narrow
range is critical for the survival of most vertebrates. PTH, together
with vitamin D, responds to hypocalcemia to increase extracellular
calcium levels, by acting on bone, kidney and intestine. The recent introduction
of PTH as a major therapeutic agent in...
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Java Regular Expressions: Taming the java.util.regex EngineApress, 2003
Java has always been an excellent language for working with objects. But  Java’s text manipulation mechanisms have always been limited, compared to  languages like AWK and Perl. On the flip side, a new regular expressions package  in Java 2 Standard Edition (J2SE) brings hope to the Java text mechanisms. This  package provides you...
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The Unofficial Guide to Microsoft Office Excel 2007John Wiley & Sons, 2007
The inside scoop...for when you want more than the official line!
    Microsoft Office Excel 2007 may be just what you need to crunch numbers, but to use it with confidence, you'll need to know its quirks and shortcuts. Find out what the manual doesn't always tell you in this insider's guide to using Excel in the real world....
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The WordPress AnthologySitePoint Pty Ltd, 2011

	
	
		WordPress is the most widely used website platform and content management system on the Web today, running on approximately 15% of websites. It is open source and, hence, free, released under the GNU Public License version 2, or GPL2 for short. Its permissive use and development license, combined with its ease of use from both a...
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Streetsmart Guide to Valuing a StockMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Value and trust are two of the biggest question marks in today's tumultuous stock markets. Value because investors burned by the recent tech collapse are once again insisting that stocks provide some meat along with the sizzle, and trust because--for obvious reasons--investors...
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